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MEET PIVOT
Your world is about to be turned around.

The Pivot Seat is a minimalist task seat with serious ergo-sen-
sibilities. Unlike most chairs that feebly acquiesce as your 
posture deteriorates into a sluggish slump, the Pivot Seat 
keeps you active.  

The Pivot Seat’s weighted base is built with CG Stability, 
so it responds to every move you make. The seat’s Rubber 
Octogrip Overmold provides just enough friction so you 
have full freedom of motion. It encourages you to twist, 
turn, swivel and even pivot with ease. Pivot’s sleek seat is 
positioned forward, so that you find your natural equilibrium, 
engaging your core and mastering perfect posture. What’s 
more, Pivot easily lifts and lowers, empowering you to take a 
range of healthy postures from active sitting to leaning.  

The Pivot Seat is playfully designed. It isn’t concerned with 
expectations. In fact, it flat out rejects most notions of what 
a seat “should” be. Instead, it was created to work with 
you, work for you, so you can bring more play to your day. 
Imagine what you can do when you Pivot while you work. 

1. The weighted base leverages your center of gravity to
support various degrees of use, so you can rock (and
not roll)

2. Rubber Octogrip Overmold enables you to enjoy a full
range of motion while maintaining control

3. Pivoting seat leg empowers you to move 360
degrees

4. Seat pan is cantilevered forward to promote the optimal
open hip angle

5. Easy-adjust piston-release handles lift and lower the
seat, encouraging a range of postures from active
sitting to leaning

6. Tri-Flex Seat Cushion has built-in sitz bone contours
for plush support and a waterfall edge to to reduce
pressure on the upper legs and promote healthy
circulation
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